2018-2019 HONOR ROLL
First Nine Weeks

FIRST HONORS – An average of 94 or higher with no grade below 90

9th Grade: Dugan Chandler, Katherine Fairly, Isabela Garza, Ethan Hartman, Ryan Hartman, Andrew Hicks, Abigail Holford, Quinn Jones, Kate Letsinger, Taylor Malaer, Raymond McCormick, Lindsay McKinney, Callie Nelson, Ryan Pham, Jacob Pyatt, Kylie Rodgers, Nicholas Rodriguez, Quinn Ruschhaupt, Lauren Theriot, Megan Vanderford, Ryan Ward, Sarah Ybarra

10th Grade: Richard Angerstein, Emily Bazar, Emily Chandler, Jenna Eastham, Lauren Estraca, Ashley Fleener, Gordon Hicks, Matthew Janak, Madison Korinek, Elaina Lee, Kyle Lemke, Lucas Matthews, Emma Milam, Jacob Pena, Kristen Pham, Jose Ramos, Juliet Rangnow, Reed Rivera, Hayden Sills, Anna Sparkman, Tara Swor, Catarina Tejera, Heidi Terry, Austin Thompson, Maiya Tillman, Emily Webb


SECOND HONORS – Average of 90 or higher with no grade below 85.

9th Grade: Kate Aguayo, Caitlin Alstrom, Lauren Berryhill, Grant Carson, Kloe Cowan, Sarah Culpepper, Abigail DeDear, Arely Ibarra, Dawson Lehnert, Juan Llompart, Sydney Partain, James Perez, Camryn Petru, Anna Valenzuela, Gabriel Weaver, Caleb Ybarra
10th Grade: Deja Adu, Nathanael Beck, Priyam Bhakta, Neha Chandna, Bo Ellett, Taylor Foeh, Anjali Gaalla, Kieran Grones, Clare Howard, Devin Johnson, Andrew Pena, Thea Porr, Madison Reyes, Jillian Robles, Abigail Sparkman, Preslie Thomas, Trinity Williamson-Williford

11th Grade: Mitul Agarwal, Robin Barker, Madison Barton, Edward Clay, Madison Galvez, Gabriella Gonzales, Paytyn Herbold, Maddison Longoria, Marie McHaney, J'Den Miller, Kenya Morris, Kyleigh Nethery, Andrew Nguyen, Tristen Norman, Perry Perez, Santiago Plata Salazar, Madison Rather, Jace Stevens, Cheyenne Stewart, Mariana Isabel Valdivia, Olivia Valenzuela

12th Grade: Brodie Beck, Reese Bludau, Tori Chapa, Bailey Cisneros, Adolfo Covarrubias, Ireland Davis, Madelyne Deckard, Kyle Henke, Zach Herrera, Mariah Morris, Emily Rodriguez, Katherine Terry, Tavion Varela, Hayden Wuensche